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Arturia introduce MiniFuse range

Arturia releases the MiniFuse range, a brand new collection of compact & affordable

recording interfaces for music makers and sound explorers. Following on from their

innovative AudioFuse line-up, the MiniFuse range delivers class-leading audio specs,

smart functionality, and an unmatched software pack that allows users to get

creative right out of the box.

Frederic Brun, Founder of Arturia, comments on the new product range: "Arturia’s

mission has always been to help everyone find their own sound. We’ve created

award-winning software instruments; edgy analog and hybrid synthesizers; as well

as intelligent MIDI controllers for modern producers. The audio interface is key to

this workflow, this creative ecosystem uniting hardware & software, computer &

creativity. Following in the footsteps of AudioFuse, we knew we would need to

deliver more affordable audio interfaces, a solution that would open up audio

creation to everyone. That solution is MiniFuse - our vision of an affordable audio
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companion."

Features:

The MiniFuses boast a 110db dynamic range and a -129dB equivalent input

noise, meaning unmatched sound clarity and dynamics. Every recording will

sound perfect.

Compact, portable, rugged, and easy to use. From smooth backlit controls to

the addition of a USB hub on the back, MiniFuse is designed intelligently to

fit into any setup.

MiniFuse comes with a selection of software that’s everything you need for

creating your sound. Ableton Live Lite, Analog Lab Intro, Splice, Autotune

unlimited - the list goes on.

Brought to you by the same engineers who developed the innovative

AudioFuse range, the award-winning V Collection, and much more. Your

sound is in safe hands.

Made with robust materials, specially-selected components, and over 200

durability tests, the MiniFuses are built to last, with a 5-year hardware

warranty as standard.

The MiniFuse Software pack includes:

Ableton Live Lite - Compose, record, perform, and produce anything.

Arturia Analog Lab Intro - Instant access to 500 presets from V Collection

instruments.

Arturia FX - 4 incredible emulations of vintage studio FX, from chorus to

plate reverb.

Auto-Tune Unlimited 3-months free subscription - The industry’s favorite

voice tuning plugin.

Native Instruments Guitar Rig 6 LE - The benchmark for mix-ready guitar

tones.

Splice 3-months free subscription - Millions of hi-def royalty-free samples,

presets, and tutorials.

www.arturia.com
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